SPORT SELECT PRO●LINE GOLF GAME CONDITIONS
In addition to the SPORT SELECT General Game Conditions, the following Golf Game Conditions apply to any
SPORT SELECT selections based on a golf PRO•LINE Event set out on an Active SPORT SELECT Event List.
These PRO•LINE Golf Game Conditions take precedence over The Rules of Golf and the rules adopted by
organizers of a tournament, or any rules of any golf association or organization applicable to a tournament.

1. Definitions
In these Golf Game Conditions:
“disqualified” means a disqualification for breach of the rules and does not include an elimination from
further competition because of the Score of a participant.
“extra play” means any playoff holes played to determine placement in the tournament in the event of a tie,
or any other play in excess of that normally required to determine final placement in the tournament, as
determined by WCLC.
“Completed Holes” means:
(a) where a participant plays all regularly scheduled rounds in a tournament, the cumulative number of such
holes played by the participant in the tournament;
(b) where a participant is otherwise not eligible to continue play by reason of failure to qualify for play in
the last round(s) under the rules of the tournament, the cumulative number of complete holes played by
the participant in the tournament;
(c) where a participant withdraws or is disqualified from a tournament, the cumulative number of complete
holes played by the participant in the tournament prior to time of withdrawal or disqualification (and in
the case of a disqualification irrespective of what hole the event that lead to disqualification occurred
upon); and
(d) where the final round(s) in a tournament has not been completed and WCLC has determined the
tournament to be completed for a golf match-up in accordance with these Game Conditions, the
cumulative number of complete holes played by the participant in the tournament as of the last
completed round as selected by WCLC in accordance with these Game Conditions;
and in all cases the number of holes played are calculated without regard to any extra play.
“final results” means the final result for the participant in the tournament at the completion of or deemed
completion of a tournament (excluding any extra play), and consisting of the number of Completed Holes for
the participant, the Score for the participant, and whether or not the participant has withdrawn or been
disqualified, as determined by WCLC.
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“golf match-up” means a match-up for a tournament of two golfers participating in the same tournament as
determined by WCLC and for which an individually numbered PRO•LINE Event is offered by WCLC for
wagering on an Active SPORT SELECT Event List.
“outcome” means the determination of which participant won a golf match-up expressed as one of “Visitor
Win”, “Tie” or “Home Win”.
“participant” means a golfer participating as a competitor in a golf match-up.
“round” means a round of eighteen (18) distinct holes of stroke play on the holes designated by the
tournament organizers as constituting a round for the purposes of the tournament and “rounds” is the plural
thereof.
“Score” means the cumulative number of strokes taken in a tournament for the Completed Holes of a
participant.
“tournament” means a series of golf rounds in a single organized competition as selected by WCLC which
was or is scheduled to commence on a particular date whether or not it actually commences on that date.

2. The Tournament Rules
In a golf match-up, final results are based on tournament play and not on an individual round of golf.
If, it is the opinion of WCLC that a tournament has not been duly completed within seven (7) days of the
scheduled start of the tournament, all golf match-ups based on that tournament shall have an odds value of
1.00 assigned to each of the Visitor Win, Tie and Home Win results for each golf match-up.
WCLC will consider a 72-hole tournament not to have been duly completed if all of those competitors in the
tournament entitled to participate in the third round of the tournament do not complete a minimum three (3)
rounds of 18 holes of stroke play in the tournament within seven (7) days of the scheduled start of the
tournament provided that, in determining if a tournament has been duly completed, any competitors who
have withdrawn, been disqualified, been eliminated from further play under the rules governing the
tournament, or were otherwise no longer entitled to participate in the tournament will not be taken into
account by WCLC.
WCLC will consider a 54-hole tournament not to have been duly completed if all of those competitors in the
tournament do not complete a minimum two (2) rounds of 18 holes of stroke play in the tournament within
seven (7) days of the scheduled start of the tournament provided that, in determining if a tournament has
been duly completed, any competitors who have withdrawn, been disqualified, been eliminated from further
play under the rules governing the tournament, or were otherwise no longer entitled to participate in the
tournament will not be taken into account by WCLC.
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3. Determination of Final Results
Final results are determined by WCLC and do not take into account extra play. Final results will include
penalty strokes, withdrawals and disqualifications, if verified by WCLC by 11:00 pm Central Time (or such
later time as WCLC may determine in its sole discretion) on the day that the tournament was completed or
was deemed by WCLC to have been completed. Results are final when declared by WCLC and are not
affected by any subsequent corrections, disqualifications or other events. Note: where an outcome of a golf
match-up is determined by comparing the number of Completed Holes, WCLC will report the Score of the
losing participant as “999”.
If the final round(s) of the tournament (in excess of the minimum 3 rounds for a 72-hole tournament or the
minimum 2 rounds for a 54-hole tournament) cannot be completed by all competitors entitled to participate
in such round, (i.e. excluding any competitors that withdraw or are disqualified or are eliminated from
further play under the rules governing the tournament), and WCLC determines the tournament has been
completed for the purposes of a golf match-up, the final results for the participants will be determined at the
end of the last fully completed round in the tournament, for the purposes of determining the outcome of each
golf match-up based upon the tournament. Any holes played, strokes taken, withdrawals
or disqualifications after that last fully completed round will be ignored in determining the final results.

4. Determining the Outcome
If a tournament is completed or deemed to have been completed by WCLC, the outcome of a golf match-up
will be determined by the following rules based on the final results of the participants on the completion or
deemed completion of the tournament. The rules are applied in the following order of precedence and once
an outcome is determined by application of a rule, rules of lesser precedence do not affect the outcome:
Rule 1 - If one or both participants in a golf match-up do not start the tournament for any reason, an odds
value of 1.00 shall be assigned to each of the Visitor Win, Tie and Home Win outcomes for that golf matchup.
Rule 2 - If both participants in a golf match-up withdraw or are disqualified and the number of Completed
Holes for both participants is equal then an odds value of 1.00 shall be assigned to each of the Visitor Win,
Tie and Home Win outcomes for that golf match-up.
Rule 3 - If only one participant in a golf match-up is disqualified or withdraws and the number of Completed
Holes for both participants in a golf matchup is equal, then:
a) if the participant that was disqualified or withdrew was designated as Home then the outcome of that golf
match-up will be a “Visitor Win”; and
b) if the participant that was disqualified or withdrew was designated as Visitor then the outcome of that golf
match-up will be a “Home Win”.
Rule 4 - If the numbers of Completed Holes for both participants in a golf match-up are not equal, then:
a) if the participant that has more Completed Holes was designated as Visitor then the outcome of that golf
match-up will be a “Visitor Win”; and
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b) if the participant that has more Completed Holes was designated as Home then the outcome of that golf
match-up will be a “Home Win”.
Rule 5 - In all other cases, where the number of Completed Holes for both participants in a golf match-up is
equal, the outcome will be determined by comparing the Scores for each participant as follows:
a) where the Score for the participant designated as Visitor is three (3) or more strokes less than the Score for
a participant designated as Home then the outcome of that golf match-up will be a “Visitor Win” (Note: in
golf a competitor wins by having less strokes).
b) where the Score for the participant designated as Home is three (3) or more strokes less than the Score for
a participant designated as Visitor then the outcome of that golf match-up will be a “Home Win”.
c) A Tie occurs when each participant has the same Score or one participant has a Score two (2) strokes or
less than that of the other participant.

The SPORT SELECT - PRO•LINE Golf Game Conditions described herein take effect on
November 1, 2021.
Approved effective this 1st day of November, 2021.
Signed with original signature
Paul Erickson, President
Western Canada Lottery Corporation
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